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This article is about the legal personhood of artificial intelligence as one of the existing options of regulating AI and coping with the challenges arising out of its functioning. It begins with the search for the definition of AI and goes on to consider the arguments against the legal personhood of AI, the options of such a legal personhood, and the factors taken into account in devising the legal personhood of AI. The article ends with our vision of the legal personhood of AI.
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a technology that originated in the 1950s but remained in a “dormant” state until recently, when it began to scale at a rapid pace. Despite such a seemingly big leap, there is a common belief that we are at an empirical stage in the field of AI at present. We create, test, observe and analyze the things we witness.

However, even at this initial stage, AI has already presented many challenges to humanity. Some of them lie in the plane of law and are closely related to the issues of morality, ethics, religion, etc. In particular, the issue of AI perception, as well as the results of its activities, are among such challenges. Considering that “AI entities are designed to operate at an increasing distance from their developers and owners”, accountability gap is another one (Banteka, 2021, p. 539 citing Koops, et al., 2010, p. 517). It is extremely important to find an approach to such challenges that is perceived as universal. In the
absence of such an approach, we experience turbulence caused by radically different solutions that are already being adopted by states. In the legal plane, this causes great uncertainty. In the future, states with different approaches may refuse to accept those of other states, which will increase jurisdictional issues as well as problems associated with the recognition and enforcement of court decisions.

The legal personhood of AI is one of the solutions to the abovementioned challenges and the subject matter of this article. The concept of AI legal personhood was also highlighted in the works of A. Foerst, P. L. Lau, M. Laukyte, M. Simmler, N. Markwalder, U. Pagallo and other scholars. In our article, we will consider the arguments made against the legal personhood of AI, the options of such a legal personhood, and what is taken into account in devising AI legal personhood. We will analyze whether AI legal personhood is an adequate, effective and timely solution that will cope with the identified challenges in the legal plane. However, before that, we will dwell on what artificial intelligence is. This will allow for a more thorough approach to the parts of the article regarding the legal personhood of AI. Finally, the article will conclude with our vision of AI legal personhood based on the results obtained via analytical and comparative methods.

1. What is AI?

The answer to our question “Legal personhood for artificial intelligence: pro, contra, abstain?” depends directly on how we define AI.

Logically, with AI development, the answer to the posed question may also change, so the author takes the opportunity to make a reservation that if new AI capabilities, which are not even supposed or predicted at the moment, appear, the answer may differ from the conclusions presented in this article and may need modification.

Now we proceed to figuring out what we mean by AI when we try to find the answer to the main question of the article.

1.1. AI is more than physically embodied robots

Many scientific studies that raise the issue of “electronic personhood” focus on physically embodied robots – humanoid robots (Dremliuga, et al., 2019, p. 105; Lau, 2019, p. 49; Simmler, et al., 2019, pp. 6–7). In the AI hierarchy, humanoid robots will probably still take the first place, at least in the societal perceptions of artificial intelligence, since they are considered to be the most difficult to develop at the moment.

In turn, the desire of scientists to reach a level of strong AI in physically embodied robots is related to such factors.

First, people accept the ones of their kind better. The more a robot resembles the people it works for, the more these people are able to project onto it phenomena such as friendship, warmth, empathy, etc. Second, it is a human’s world in the sense that modern humans adjust everything around them to suit their desires and needs. If a robot’s body reflects human dimensions, it will be much easier for it to navigate through human households (Foerst, 1999, p. 374).

There is also a view that a robot is the best way through which to visualize and grasp the presence and functioning of AI among us, because it is through the mind’s eye that we can best understand an abstract concept. Mass media also play an important role. Thanks to them, robots are becoming a familiar idea, and we are accordingly familiarizing ourselves with their increasing role in the environments we inhabit (Laukyte, 2021, p. 446). Moreover, according to general studies in the field of
human-computer interaction, physical embodiment has positive effects on the feeling of an artificial agent’s social presence (Somaya, et al., 2018, p. 279 citing Lee, et al., 2006). In this regard, it is interesting that using anthropomorphic language (such as personified names) in relation to robots can impact how we perceive and treat them (Ibid, p. 278 citing Darling, 2015). Probably, it is due to this fact that we have humanoid robots the likes of Sophia, Ai-Da, Grace, etc.

Another reason for the scientists’ yearning for embodiment is the belief that intelligence, according to the embodiment thesis, cannot be implemented on a disembodied machine, as it emerges only in minds that are embedded in a world (Foerst, 1999, p. 377). However, in this case, we stumble upon two obstacles: the question of what “intelligence” is and, depending on the answer, whether machines can possess it.

In this article, we are not limited to physically embodied robots. When looking for an answer to the main question of the article, we are guided by the characteristics and criteria of AI.

1.2. AI: betwixt and between narrow and general

It is common to distinguish between narrow AI (ANI) and general AI (AGI). Despite the lack of clear parameters of these concepts, today, when faced with AI, we deal with ANI.

ANI.
The characteristics that distinguish ANI from the technologies that existed before include high computing power and autonomy. The latter is manifested through self-training, the ability to self-learn by accumulating personal experience, and generating solutions to problems based on an independent analysis of various scenarios without the input of a developer (Banteka, 2021, p. 544 citing Čerka et al., 2015, p. 378). Though AI may produce results that resemble or even exceed human ones, in case of ANI such an autonomy is limited to a given subject area, i.e. ANI is confined to a task it is designed to perform and may not generalize a solution to produce AI behavior of general application across different tasks (Ibid, p. 543 citing Brundage, et al., 2018, p. 7). The latter is responsible for the narrowness of ANI and separates it from the general AI.

AGI.
There are different versions of what should be considered the threshold of the transition from narrow AI to general AI.

As a criterion for identifying general AI, Victor Kantor offers the AI’s ability to “guess”, to understand what is not accurately formulated in the task, i.e. the ability to independently fill in this inaccuracy (Kantor, 2020). In search of criteria for AI as a hypothetical absolute, to which we strive, Tatiana Shavrina gives the following criteria: i) multimodality (the ability to receive information from different sources and process everything together); ii) being multidomain (the ability to work equally well in different subject areas and gradually explore new ones); and iii) the ability to autonomously acquire new skills (Shavrina, 2020).

The author of this article pays particular attention to the test proposed by Anatolii Starostin and based on the Turing test. Starostin’s test is as follows. A human communicates with the machine through messages using natural language. In the course of the conversation, the person teaches the machine to play some game. It can be an already existing game or the one invented by the person. It is essential that in the initial state the machine does not know this game and its rules. If during the conversation a machine can learn the rules of the game and start playing with the person (not necessarily win), the machine passes the test (Skorinkin, et al., 2020). Having greatly simplified, we can conclude that general AI is the AI that can use knowledge and experience from one area to apply them in another on its own.
At the same time, even if AI meets these criteria, this will not automatically presume intelligence in the sense of human intelligence. AI is also unlikely ever to acquire consciousness. Rather, there may be a manifold increase in its computational capabilities, the creation of a language for the interaction among networks or of one universal language or another attempt of “artificial” imitation of humans. Therefore, at the moment we are still in the stage of narrow AI, which has already posed such challenges as the impossibility of explaining its decisions, self-training, being limited to a narrow area, the scale of its computational powers, etc. The personhood of AI is one of the solutions that are proposed today.

2. Arguments against legal personhood of AI

*The political willingness to act may be present, but the vision is not.*

Nathalie Smuha (Smuha, 2020)

Endowing artificial intelligence with legal personhood is an idea that causes a lot of controversy. Arguments against the legal personhood of AI often include the following ones.

2.1. Ethical-moral-religious arguments

The most heated discussions take place at the crossroads of law, ethics, morality and religion. There is an opinion that the endowment of AI with legal personhood is not limited exclusively to the legal plane; therefore, we should stop using the fiction of the person for something that is not a person in the most original and primary sense of this word (Laukyte, 2021, p. 445).

There are also obstacles to furthering the idea of AI personhood on the side of religion. For example, Western Christianity has always lived with the motif of hubris as a sin ingrained in the social consciousness (Foerst, 1999, p. 376). Accordingly, only God can create.

Given that the law largely employs folk psychology (Banteka, 2021, p. 563 citing Morse, 2004, pp. 371–373), it is also worth noting that the last one puts forward the argument that there is “a certain intangible ‘something’ that is essential for personhood: be it mind, soul, feelings, intentionality, consciousness, or free will.” In the absence of this something “it is difficult for the commonsense human to conceptualize personhood” (Banteka, 2021, pp. 563–564).

In the paragraph below, we will dwell in more detail on such an intangible something that is inherent in humans.

2.2. Comparison with the legal personhood of humans

Continuing the line of the above arguments, we proceed to arguments that oppose AI personhood based on a comparison with the legal personhood of humans.

The main arguments against AI as a person of law rely on a lack of some vital elements of human legal personhood – the missing-something arguments (Dremliuga, et al., 2019, p. 106 citing Solum, 1992, p. 1262). Scholars emphasize that unlike humans, AI has no consciousness or intentionality (Lau, 2019, p. 56), feelings, desires, interests, creativity or any other human qualities (Dremliuga, et al., 2019, p. 106).

Again, we should point out that this argument is based on a comparison with the legal personhood of humans (Lau, 2019, p. 56). At the same time, Pin Lean Lau also cites the theory put forward by Alexis Dyschkant, according to which legal personhood should not simply be made contingent on humanity; and that we should “divorce the capacities-focused definition of legal personhood from the species-based definition of humanity” (Lau, 2019, p. 57 citing Dyschkant, 2015, p. 2075).
Speaking of AI personhood, in this article we do not claim that the scope of AI personhood should be equal to the scope of personhood that individuals possess due to the fact that they are human beings. A comparison with the legal personhood of entities is more appropriate here. However, there is also an opinion that in placing corporations under the same rubric we use for humans – namely, persons – we have endowed the corporations with powers which they could later use against humans (Laukyte, 2021, p. 450). Endowing AI with personhood will only complicate the situation. To this end we should place AI and other entities under a new metaphor of the intelligent machine (Laukyte, 2021, p. 445).

Having said that, we continue to search for an answer to the main question, “Legal personhood for artificial intelligence: pro, contra, abstain?”

2.3. Social realities
Analyzing the issues of criminal responsibility and the legal personhood of humanoid robots, Monika Simmler and Nora Markwalder argue that the intuitive search for requirements like “consciousness” or a “sense of self” does not refer to biophysical categories, but to social categories that describe which traits we attribute to persons to derive responsibility. Personhood and responsibility are the products of the social system. The category “person” (not human) is the one created by and for the social system (Simmler, et al., 2019, pp. 17–18). Thus, Monika Simmler and Nora Markwalder make the criminal responsibility and legal personhood of robots dependent on social recognition. From this they conclude that e-personhood may be a consequence of social recognition, and not its cause or basis (Ibid, p. 20). There is also an opinion which does not state that social recognition is necessary or enough for legal personhood, but finds that the lack of social recognition is a crucial obstacle for untypical legal persons (Dremliuga, et al., 2019, p. 110).

Indeed, the fact that we face AI in our everyday life does not mean that AI has gained social recognition as a legal person. But can we say that the social recognition of legal entities occurred before endowing them with personhood? Have legal entities received true social recognition by now? Perhaps we have agreed on such a legal convention for the sake of development and legal certainty.

2.4. Civil law v. Criminal law
It is believed that the concept of e-personhood may be possible in the context of civil law but not criminal law. This is due to the fact that civil law mainly deals with monetary compensation, while criminal law – with punishment (Simmler, et al., 2019, p. 19). The author agrees that, given the peculiarities of criminal law, at the moment we can talk about the “truncated” legal personhood of AI that is not covered by criminal law.

Making an interim conclusion, we can say that we have briefly outlined the arguments against the legal personhood of AI and will take them into account in the further paragraphs of this article.

3. Personhood of AI: which way to choose?
As a concept, the personhood of AI raises a lot of controversies both around it and “inside” it. In other words, there is no unanimity about the “expression” of this concept even among those who accept the idea of personhood favorably.

Whichever expression is chosen, it seems to us that the starting point should be the idea that we do not have to fit AI into the existing conceptual boxes of person or property. Instead, as David J. Gunkel suggests, it might be prudent to begin to devise a more nuanced moral and legal ontology, one that
recognizes that the world is not binary and that responding to the opportunities and challenges presented in the face of others requires us to think otherwise (Gunkel, et al., 2021, p. 482).

All this means the opportunity to choose how to “fill” the concept of e-personhood, which can cover not only AI. Such a choice the 1) must take into account what already exists (legal personhood of individuals and legal entities) in order to prevent contradictions, disagreements, and violations, 2) may consider the regimes that already exist for devising its own, but 3) is not obliged to copy them. Now we turn to possible options of e-personhood.

Roman Dremliuga et al. suggest that in the case of civil application of AI there are two options. AI could be as a legal person or as an agent of business relations with other legal persons. Both options presuppose that AI becomes a full-right participant in civil law relations with the ability to conclude deals, sell something, and provide services by its own (Dremliuga, et al., 2019, pp. 108–109). Given that AI does not have intentions and desires in terms of human understanding of these terms, the researchers consider there should be a proxy who represents the robot’s will (Dremliuga, et al., 2019, pp. 109–110).

There is also an opinion that the idea of full legal personhood lacks timeliness and adequacy. Ugo Pagallo stresses that the reason why legal systems should not confer legal personhood on “purely synthetic entities” has to do with moral grounds and abuse of the legal person status by robots and those that make them, i.e., either robots as liability shields, or robots as themselves unaccountable rights violators (Pagallo, 2018, p. 4). He suggests we should distinguish between personhood and agenthood (Pagallo, 2018, p. 1). Agenthood is a more acceptable option than likening the status of AI to the personhood of a legal entity (Pagallo, 2018, pp. 5–6). We can consider new forms of accountability and liability for the activities of AI robots in contracts and business law, e.g., new forms of legal agenthood in cases of complex distributed responsibility, registries for artificial agents, insurance policies, or modern forms of the ancient Roman legal mechanism of peculium, namely, the sum of money or property granted by the head of the household to a slave or son-in-power (Pagallo, 2018, pp. 1–6).

However, creating a modern form of peculium is fraught from a psychological point of view and may impact relations between humans, because we will rightly see the behavior of our AI as a consumable product rather than an expression of personal life, but our instinctive empathy for our AI tools will make us experience them as if they were natural persons – whose behavior we consume (Gunkel, et al., 2021, p. 481).

4. Our concept of legal personhood of AI

Given the current level of AI, our concept is also based on the idea that the time is not ripe for endowing AI with a “full” (encompassing criminal law) legal personhood. If we do consider the option of legal personhood of AI, for now we can only talk about a “truncated” version of such legal personhood.

The truncation of the AI legal personhood consists in the fact that:

• AI legal personhood should be limited to certain civil legal relations (e.g. without affecting family law and the right to marry);
• the scope of AI legal personhood should be made dependent on the technology itself (its existing and potential capabilities, functions performed, set goals). It is due to the fact that regulation cannot be technologically neutral, since it is intrinsically tied to its scope and object, and thus it needs to take into account specific features of each technology (Bertolini, 2020). Thus, a technology-specific approach should be applied.

In doing so, it should be emphasized that endowing an AI with the incidents of legal personhood that enable it to function as an independent commercial actor does not bespeak any acceptance of
the notion that AIs are endowed with ultimate value. The legal personhood of an AI can rather serve various purposes that might have nothing to do with the AI itself, such as economic efficiency or risk allocation (Kurki, 2019, p. 189).

Thus, in developing the legal personality of AI, from our point of view, we should follow such practical steps.

We need to define “absolute no”, i.e. directions of AI development, AI functions and characteristics, which, if achieved, can be dangerous. For example, if some AI technology is considered to be on the verge of becoming AGI, it must not be connected to the global network until careful testing is done.

For the purpose of identifying the cause of the AI malfunction, tracking the impact of the environment on the technology and preventing accidents in the future, AI must be equipped with a “black box”. In the case of AI, the black box is a conditional name. By this we mean a technology that will be analogous to existing black boxes and will serve the purposes described above.

AI technologies, which, due to their characteristics, after applying the technology-specific approach, will be recognized as such that are a source of danger, must be subject to compulsory insurance. An owner, through regular contributions, must create and fill a reserve fund until the fund reaches the amount that will be established by law. The money of the reserve fund will be used in cases where the insurance payment will not fully cover the losses. If the AI is sold to a new owner, the latter also “receives” the fund. If money is taken from the fund to compensate for the losses, the owner will have to fill it in the amount that is necessary until the fund reaches the amount established by law.

Also, dangerous AI technologies must be registered. There are 3 options for such registration. The first option is the national one. Its essence lies in registration in every country. The second option is the transnational one. It implies registration in one country, as well as the creation of an international register, which will contain information about the country of registration of the AI technology. If this option is taken, there will be a need to resolve issues that lie in the plane of private international law. The third option is the international one. It implies the creation of one international register. The attractiveness of creating one international register is increased by the fact that different states have different levels of openness of data on legal entities, which may bring about other challenges. If the world comes to a decision to coordinate its actions on the development of AI, resulting in the creation of a single international organization, the register can be maintained under the auspices of such an organization. Although the latter thought seems utopian at the moment.

Conclusions

Legal personhood of AI is one of the options put forward today to cope with the existing challenges in the field of AI. Some argue that the adoption of this concept will open a Pandora’s Box, from which more challenges and questions than currently exist will disperse. Some, on the contrary, insist that we are only talking about personhood from a legal point of view. Therefore, the adoption of this concept does not equate robots with humans, but only provides the relations where AI is present, with a framework so that they become clear and predictable.

In this article, we have tried to determine what issues should be taken into account if the concept of e-personhood (which may cover AI and similar technologies) prevails over other proposals. In our opinion, at present, such a personhood should exclude criminal law and be founded on a technology-specific approach. In the case of AI technologies, which after applying the approach, will be considered as “dangerous”, registration and insurance obligations should apply, together with the “absolute no” provisions and, if possible, a black box requirement. Under any circumstances, the concept should be thoroughly scrutinized.
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Summary
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a technology that originated in the 1950s but remained in a “dormant” state until recently, when it began to scale at a rapid pace. By now, it has already presented many challenges to humanity. The legal personhood of AI is one of the solutions to the above-mentioned challenges that are proposed today.

Before diving into the concept of legal personhood of AI, the article dwells on what artificial intelligence is. It points out that AI is not limited to physically embodied robots. In the absence of a universally accepted definition, the article is concerned with the criteria of AI, distinguishing narrow AI (ANI) from general AI (AGI). It reaffirms that today we are still at the stage of ANI.

Then the article analyses the arguments against legal personhood of AI and the options of such a legal personhood that exist. Finally, it presents our own vision of what should be taken into account if the concept of e-personhood (which may cover AI and similar technologies) prevails over other proposals. In our opinion, at present, such a personhood should exclude criminal law and be founded on a technology-specific approach. In the case of AI technologies, which after applying the approach will be considered as “dangerous”, registration and insurance obligations should apply, together with the “absolute no” provisions and, if possible, a black box requirement.

Dirbtinio intelekto juridinis asmuo: už, prieš, susilaikyti?
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Santrauka
Dirbtinio intelekto technologija, atsiradusi praėjusio amžiaus šeštame dešimtmetyje, iki šiol išlikusi “neaktyvios” būsenos, kai pradėjo sparčiai plėtis. Ligi šioje, kai žmonijai pateikė daug iššūkių. Dirbtinio intelekto juridinis asmuo yra vienas iš sūlomų iššūkių sprendimų.
